Fine Sieving of Atmospheric Particles in a Collected Air Sample Using Oil Electrophoresis
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ABSTRACT

To solve the challenge of extracting nano- to micrometer-sized atmospheric particles from a mixed sample, we developed an electrostatic sieve system, the Fine Sieving of Collected Atmospheric Particles using Oil Electrophoresis (iSCAPE), based on the application of an electrostatic field to a non-conductive mineral oil. Using atmospheric samples, which were collected from different cities, in addition to soil and road dust samples, we tested this system under different conditions and found that the “iSCAPE’d” particles moved rapidly at varying velocities and in two opposite directions. The diverse origins of the sample—ambient air, soil, or road dust—exhibited specific charged properties, and clearly affected the electrical mobility, as demonstrated by the graphs, of the particles following the “iSCAPEing,” which lasted from seconds to minutes. We also observed an increased abundance of particles in specific mobility ranges. Furthermore, according to our adenosine triphosphate (ATP) monitoring results, the iSCAPE is capable of separating bacterial particles by size and electrical mobility. The experimental data suggests that the iSCAPE relies heavily on the electrostatic field strength, mineral oil viscosity, and run time. In theory, this method can extract any targets from a complex sample, thus creating many research opportunities in environmental, biomedical, and life sciences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Air pollution, especially particulate matter (PM), has become one of the most important environmental problems in the world. Exposure to PM has resulted in millions of deaths globally (Forouzanfar et al., 2013). The components of atmospheric particles are very complex, including bioclastics such as bacteria, fungi, viruses, pollen and chemical components—sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and other non-biological particles (Zhang et al., 2019). There are some commercially available instruments for studying differently sized atmospheric particles (Agranovski et al., 2003; Yao and Mainelis, 2006a), but some of them do not automatically provide samples for post-analysis. In addition, collection of nanoscale particles requires expensive equipment and high power source (Yue et al., 2018). Differential mobility analyzer (DMA) with up to 192 size channels is otherwise used to study size distributions of nanoscale particles (1 nm–1 µm) (Hewitt, 1957; Knutson and Whitby, 1975). However, use of such an equipment is often restrictive due to its availability and post-analysis difficulties. For studying PM health effects, it is also challenging to differentiate the toxicity between differently sized particles since they are often mixed together in a sample. Separation and classification of atmospheric particles using currently available methods are often prohibitive in terms with their sizes and species, especially for post-analysis, and equipment cost.

On the other hand, biological detection of certain microbial species is often prohibitive due to complex environmental matrix of the samples, e.g., polymerase chain reaction (PCR) inhibition problems encountered in many studies (Alvarez et al., 1995; Hospodsky et al., 2010; Xu and Yao, 2013). Accordingly, extraction of target agent is desired. In the field of microbiology, the method of gel electrophoresis has been extensively used in separating the DNAs since its earlier invention...
(Panyim and Roger, 1969; Ünlü et al., 1997). On another front, it was revealed that particles in the atmosphere likewise carry different polarity charges and levels (Yao and Mainelis, 2006b; Wei et al., 2014). For example, it was shown that bacterial particles in indoor and outdoor air carried about 21–92 elemental unit charges (Xie et al., 2011). Here, we used the same electrophoresis concept, but applied it to separate particles in a particle mixture collected from ambient air according to their electrical mobility. Particularly, we invented a particle mixture sieving system named iSCAPE by employing an electrostatic field in a non-conductive mineral oil medium. Under the same operating conditions, particles in a sample with different electrical mobility would move at varying velocities in the mineral oil, thus ending up at different locations on the particle moving line within a given time. Depending on objectives, targeted particles or molecules can be thus efficiently extracted from a complex particle of environmental or medical origin using the iSCAPE developed.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental Setup

In this work, we pioneered a system named iSCAPE (Fine Sieving of Collected Atmospheric Particles using Oil Electrophoresis) by using an electrical field in a non-conductive liquid (mineral oil) as shown in Fig. 1. The iSCAPE sieves particles of different sizes out from collected atmospheric particle mixture based on their electrical mobility differences. The system consists of four major components: high voltage supply (Model 205B-20R; Bertan, Hicksville, New York, USA), two copper electrodes, mineral oil (M5904; Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and the electrophoresis container (electrical insulation support). In addition, the iSCAPE system is also provided with a ruler that is used to measure the distance from the PM feed point (the middle point of the separation line) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the container are 60 × 20 × 4 mm (length × width × height). The power supply can provide a voltage of up to 20 kV. The used mineral oil has a viscosity of 14.2–17.2 cSt (11.9–14.5 mPa·s) and density of 0.84 g mL⁻¹ at 25°C. Different viscosity of mineral oil can be used to modify the particle electrical mobility. The mineral oil is non-conductive medium, and able to maintain the viability of microorganisms collected into it from ambient air (Lin et al., 1999). Without interferences, mineral oil was also used in a PCR reaction to form a vapor barrier to prevent the evaporation of the reaction at elevated temperatures (Sparkman, 1992).

2.2 iSCAPE of Atmospheric Particles of Various Sizes

To test the iSCAPE system, we used atmospheric samples previously collected using automobile air conditioning filters for Beijing, Zurich, and San Francisco (Li et al., 2018). Here, we also collected Beijing’s soil and road dust samples for testing the system. When operating the iSCAPE, approximately 1 mL mineral oil was first added into the electrophoresis container. Secondly, the power supply with desired voltage was turned on until being stable without air breakdown between the two electrodes. Lastly, approximately 20 µL mineral oil suspension with the tested samples dissolved (atmospheric particulate matter, soil sample or road dusts) was pipetted into

![Fig. 1. Experimental setup for fine sieving of atmospheric particles using mineral oil electrophoresis powered by a high voltage supply (iSCAPE). The dimensions of the container are 60 × 20 × 4 mm (length × width × height).](image-url)
the oil container from the sample feeding point as illustrated in Fig. 1. Depending on the experimental objectives, the tests could last from seconds to minutes to sieve particles or extract desired size particles from the sample mixture. Under the used experimental conditions, particles with different electrical mobility would travel at a different velocity in the mineral oil, thus ending up in different locations away from the sample feeding point. For particles with positive charges, they moved toward the negative electrode, while particles with negative charges moved toward the opposite. The separated samples can be further centrifuged, if needed, to separate the particles from the mineral oil for downstream analysis.

2.3 Analysis of iSCAPE’d Samples

In this work, for different samples, we took samples from various points away from the sample feed points, e.g., 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 cm. The samples were further subjected to microscopic analysis using a microscope (BX63; Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan). In addition, using a slightly modified iSCAPE system, the particle electrophoresis was also directly conducted on a microscopic slide (S2112; Matsunami Co., Osaka, Japan) such that particles at different points between the electrodes can be continuously imaged using the microscope (corresponding videos are provided in Supporting Information; use of the microscopic slide however could impact the original particle charge distribution in the sample). For particles retrieved from different points between two electrodes, various analyses were conducted. Here, as an example analysis we have calculated their electrical mobility, performed microscopic imaging, and bacterial ATP measurements. The particle electrical mobility was calculated using the following equation (Hinds, 1999):

$$\mu_d = \frac{V_d}{E} = C_c \times \frac{Q}{3 \times \pi \times d \times \eta}$$

where $\mu_d$ is the particle electrical mobility (m$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), $V_d$ (m s$^{-1}$) is the particle velocity, $E$ (V m$^{-1}$) is the uniform electrostatic field, $C_c$ is the Cunningham correction factor, $Q$ is the particle charge, $d$ is the particle diameter, and $\eta$ is the medium viscosity. Bacterial ATP measurements, as an example analysis for bacterial separation, were performed using a device (SystemSURE Plus; Hygiena, Camarillo, CA, USA). According to the manufacturer, the device has outstanding performances in terms with its linearity (femtomole ATP vs. log RLU), repeatability (~5%), and sensitivity (1 femtomole ATP). For measuring their ATP levels, 5 µL of mineral oil sample retrieved from different locations was taken and analyzed using the device coupled with a cotton swab.

2.4 Statistical Analysis

We have tested the iSCAPE system using different samples (atmospheric PM, soil and road dust samples) under different experimental conditions (different electrostatic field strength (3.17 and 6.33 kV cm$^{-1}$), different run time (20 s to 6 min). For each sample retrieved, at least five images were taken from different microscopic views. In addition, we have provided videos of imaged particles along the particle moving lines of the mineral oil. Here, mineral oil (microbiology grade) was also imaged to eliminate the possible particle contamination before any experiments as shown in Fig. S1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Sieving of Atmospheric Particles Collected into a Sample by the iSCAPE under Different Electrostatic Field Strength and Run Time

As shown in Fig. 2, for particles from different cities the iSCAPE has demonstrated different sieving capabilities. For atmospheric samples from Beijing, observed particles seemed to have higher electrical mobility (3.95) compared to those of the particles from San Francisco and Zurich (1.32). In contrast with the control without the iSCAPE, a large amount of particles diffused to 0.5 cm location from the particle feeding point at a speed of 125 µm s$^{-1}$ under the experimental conditions tested. As observed in Fig. 2, particles with smaller sizes generally moved faster than those larger particles; nonetheless the mobility was proportional to the ratio of particle charge over diameter. Particles from different sources had different particle mobility graphs as shown...
Fine sieving of atmospheric particles collected from three global cities (Beijing, Zurich, and San Francisco (SF)) using the iSCAPE at 3.17 kV cm\textsuperscript{-1} for 2 min. Bacterial ATP results for different sampling points are shown in Fig. 3. For each sampling point, at least five images (200 \textmu m scale bar) taken from different microscopic views of 10 \textmu L sample.

in the figure under the same iSCAPE operating conditions (3.17 kV cm\textsuperscript{-1} for 2 min). The differences observed for different cities via the iSCAPE were likely due to the different components such as bacteria and metals, and the size distributions of their PM (Li et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). For example, air samples from Zurich were shown to have higher fraction of nanoscale particles than those from Beijing (Yue et al., 2018). For the sampling points listed above, Fig. 3 showed the ATP measurements for Beijing’s samples that were iSCAPE’d. As seen in the figure, most of bacteria moved to the positive electrode (56%), concentrating within 1.5 cm range from the particle feed point (B-0). For the negative electrode, about 21% was located within 1 cm range from the feed point. These data suggest that the iSCAPE system can be also used to separate bacterial particles, and a higher fraction of them were shown carrying negative charges. Apparently, a stronger electrostatic field or longer run time are needed to sieve large particles from Zurich and San Francisco. For the ATP data, only one measurement was taken to avoid mineral oil movement and corresponding sample displacement when more volumes of samples were taken from the separation line.

To further test the iSCAPE capability, we have repeated the test with Beijing’s PM samples but with longer run time, i.e., 6 min, at the same electrostatic field strength (3.17 kV cm\textsuperscript{-1}) (Fig. 4). Compared to shorter time shown in Fig. 2, more particles travelled away from the PM feed point. It can be again seen that in general particles with smaller sizes travelled much faster (55.6 \textmu m s\textsuperscript{-1}) than those with larger sizes (13.9 \textmu m s\textsuperscript{-1}). In addition to these sampling points, we have provided particle separation information (iSCAPE’d for 3 min) along the particle moving line in videos (File S1 and S2) from which imaged particles can be seen at any locations between the electrodes. Also, as observed from the figure there were more particles carrying negative charges than those carrying positive ones. Data in these videos also demonstrated that the iSCAPE system can efficiently sieve out the particles. Depending on the targets to be obtained, the run time and electrostatic field strength can be fine-adjusted in addition to the mineral oil viscosity.

### 3.2 Soil and Road Dust Sample Sieving by the iSCAPE under Different Electrostatic Field Strength and Run Time

To further validate the iSCAPE system, we have also performed the same tests with Beijing soil
Fig. 3. Bacterial ATP detection results for the Beijing’s PM iSCAPE’d as shown in Fig. 2. Numbers in the figure represent the distances (cm) away from the sample feed point (B-0), and minus and plus signs represent locations toward negative and positive electrodes, respectively. Due to limited sample volume, 5 µL was used for ATP measurement for each sampling point.

Fig. 4. Fine sieving of atmospheric particles from Beijing using the iSCAPE at 3.17 kV cm⁻¹ for 6 min. Videos of Beijing’s PM iSCAPE’d for 3 min with particles along the particle moving line are further provided in File S1 (negative charges) and S2 (positive charges). For each sampling point, at least five images (200 µm scale bar) taken from different microscopic views of 10 µL sample and road dust samples (Figs. S2, S3, and Fig. 5) at 3.17 kV cm⁻¹ for 2 min. As observed in Figs. S2 and S3 along with videos (File S3, S4, S5, and S6), the iSCAPE system was shown to efficiently sieve soil and road dust particles using their electrical mobility. Again, particles of different sources have demonstrated different mobility graphs under the same operating conditions (the electrostatic field strength and the same run time) given the same-viscosity mineral oil. To test high electrostatic field strength, a modified iSCAPE was used, e.g., shorter electrode distance (3 cm) but with the same voltage (19 kV), and the results with Beijing soil sample are shown in
Fig. 5. Fine sieving of Beijing’s soil samples using the iSCAPE at 6.33 kV cm\(^{-1}\) for 20 seconds. Videos of Beijing’s soil sample iSCAPE’d are provided in File S7 (negative charges) and File S8 (positive charges). For each sampling point, at least five images (200 µm scale bar) taken from different microscopic views of 10 µL sample.

Fig. 5. As observed from the figure, under higher electrostatic field strength (6.33 kV cm\(^{-1}\)), all particles travelled much faster up to 500 µm s\(^{-1}\) for the location of 1 cm than the lower electrostatic field (3.17 kV cm\(^{-1}\)), and even within 20 seconds the particles can be well sieved as seen in the figure. There was a clear contrast between samples before and after the iSCAPE test. Images of particles at other particle moving points on the line can be seen in File S7 and S8. In addition to air, these data showed that the iSCAPE system can be also applied to many other samples, and the particle sieving can be fine-controlled by adjusting the electrostatic field strength, particle charge and the run time. The particle electrical mobility per Eq. (1) is a function of particle charge, electrophoresis medium viscosity and particle diameter (Hinds, 1999). The bacterial particle charge can be attributed to two factors: ionizable groups (NH\(_2\) and carboxyl (COOH)) or others present on the cell surface and the external particle frictions (Mainelis \textit{et al.}, 2001). To some extent, the latter can be modified by a manual charging process. Therefore, biological and non-biological particles with similar particle sizes could move differently under the same iSCAPE operating conditions.

The efficiency of the separation by the iSCAPE technology depends on the particle size distribution and particle charges. Here, we described the particle electrical mobility using Eq. (1) where \(V_d\) and \(E\) are known for particles at a particular location since the separation time is known. For particles carrying the same number of charges, the separation entirely depends on the particle size, i.e., the bigger particles move slowly, while smaller ones move faster. In the literature, differential mobility analyzer along with bipolar charging and condensation nucleus counter (CNC) is used to convert particle mobility distribution into particle size distribution directly for the nanoparticles (typically less than 0.1 µm) in the air by applying the Boltzmann’s law modified by the Fuchs’ charging theory with an extension to larger particles of geometric mean diameters of 1 µm (Kousaka \textit{et al.}, 1985). In general, good agreements were observed between the conversion and actual measurements. However, the conversion can be influenced by the Brownian diffusion loss for particles of less than 15 nm and also the decreasing sheath air flow rate (Kousaka \textit{et al.}, 1985). In another relatively recent work, it was shown that Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation, which takes ion mobility and mass distributions into account, was a viable approach for the calculation of bipolar charge distributions (Gopalakrishnan \textit{et al.}, 2015). Also, they reported that the particle morphology had an influence on the bipolar charge distribution, but much weaker than the mobility-equivalent size. In this work, the particle mixture to be analyzed is complex, consisting of varying sizes of particles of different origins and materials. Of course the particle charge distribution is also unknown. Here, we intended to demonstrate an approach to separate particles with different electrical mobility from an already collected particle mixture. This technology opens up opportunities for many air pollution and its health effect experts to study collected...
ambient particles by size or their mobility attributes, thus adding additional capability to current available methods. In future efforts, similar to the literature, particle charging for the mixture needs to be externally modified in order to convert the particle mobility into particle size distribution or directly separate the particles from the mixture by size. An advantage from this effort is that once the particles can be separated solely by size, they can be used for many size-resolved post-analysis including their toxicity for an already collected ambient particle sample. This will significantly reduce the reliance on size-resolved ambient particle sampling, and make the size-resolved ambient particle analysis widely possible to academic communities and government agencies. Nonetheless, the iSCAPE system could be negatively impacted by the moistures in the sample and possible ions in the mineral oil. Additionally, for those non-charged particles they could remain at the sample feeding location without moving, and such a fraction needs to be determined for samples collected under different atmospheric conditions which play important roles in particle charging.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we invented a method named iSCAPE of enriching and finely separating particles, including bacteria, fungi, pollen, and viruses from a mixed atmospheric sample based on their electrical mobility. To examine particle health effect or haze formation, iSCAPE can use pre-determined operating parameters to target specific particles in an air sample; additionally, it shows a potential in separating and purifying protein and chemical molecules in a biological sample. In fact, iSCAPE can theoretically extract any target from an environmental or medical sample, e.g., for improved PCR detection, by modifying the electrical field, mineral oil viscosity, run time, and particle charges. However, unlike conducting direct measurements of the air, charging the particles in a mixed sample is a complex process that requires further investigation.

Currently, we are confined to presenting quantitative results related to the electrical mobility of the particles. In the future, as suggested in the literature, externally charging the mixed sample or experimentally measuring the particle charges may facilitate the conversion of electrical mobility data into size distribution data. Additionally, this could be also rapidly achieved using automatic microscopic particle recognition technique, which counts the numbers of PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ for any particular point along the separation line. Certainly, a large amount of work needs to be rapidly explored for the innovative applications of the invented iSCAPE in many different fields such as air pollution, clinical microbiology, and sample purification.
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